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EDV3RB


"
EDV3RB is designed to be a complete toolbox to create a realistic sounding room atmosphere. 

A full 5.0 Surround WAV-file of each room in different perspectives will give you the base and the 
real sound of the location. With exact the same room as Impulse Response you’ll be able to add 
all types of different sounds to the ambience to get a perfect natural sounding environment. 

"
EDV3RB’s Impulse Response Library is made for Audioease Altiverb 7 and Avid Space. But with 
the original Impulse Response as WAV-files, you’ll be able to use many other IR-Reverb PlugIns 
with EDV3RB as well.

"
EDV3RB is the result of years of ambience creating and researching and features the most 
advanced technology available, as well as a convenient workflow to make the process of creating 
original sounding rooms easier and quicker.


"
"
"


"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
We hope you enjoy using EDV3RB! We think it will not only breathe new life into your work, but 
also make the process of creating rooms easier, and much more enjoyable! 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Authorization


Launching EDV3RB 

EDV3RB doesn’t need an authorization to run. The 5.0 WAV-Library can be treated like all other 
WAV-files. To use the EDV3RB IR-Library for Altiverb 7 you need to own a full version of 
Audioease Altiverb 7, which can be found here. To use the EDV3RB IR-Library for Avid Space, you 
need to own a full version of Space, which can be found here.

"
Help

We are happy to help in all enquiries of your purchased product EDV3RB. Don‘t hesitate to write to

support@tovusound.com

"
"
Customer Support


How to purchase a full version of EDV3RB or Extensions

If you like to purchase the full version of EDV3RB or additional extensions, you can purchase all 
EDV3RB products directly at the Tovusound online store.

http://tovusound.com/products/

Tovusound Customer Support Policy

Tovusound is happy to provide professional technical support to all registered users absolutely 
free of charge. We also offer valuable pre-sales technical support to customers who may be 
interested in purchasing a Tovusound product. Before contacting Tovusound support, you can 
search our Support/FAQ to see if the solution to your problem has already been published.

"
"
How to contact Tovusound for Technical Support


For additional help with EDV3RB, please check out the support pages on our web site at http://
tovusound.com/support/ or contact our customer support department at 
support@tovusound.com.

Tovusound‘s trained support team is committed to responding to all requests within one (1) 
business day and frequently respond faster. Please try to explain your problem with as much 
detail and clarity as possible. This will ensure our ability to solve your problem accurately, the first 
time around. Please include all system specs and the build/version of EDV3RB that you are using.

Once your support request is submitted, you should automatically receive a confirmation email 
from Tovusound support. If you do not receive this email within a few minutes please check your 
spam folder and make sure our responses are not getting blocked. To prevent this from 
happening please add support@tovusound.com to your list of allowed email addresses.

Thank you for using EDV3RB! 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Installation


Download 

Please make sure you have downloaded all files properly. The file size should be close to the sizes shown in 
the picture. Depending on your chosen product you won’t be able to see all files.


"
Unarchive 

To extract the files you will need an additional software. For example you can use free versions of UnrarX on 
Macintosh or WinRar on Windows platforms. 


The WAV Library consists of several parts. Press on each file to extract.


"
"
WAV Installation 

Copy/Move the WAV-Library to your Sound Library. Use Drag and Drop to connect your Meta Search 
Browser like Soundminer or Basehead with the new Room Tone - Library “EDV3RB”. 


"
"
ALTIVERB Library Installation 

Copy/Move the EdV3rb folder inside the “EdV3rb-IR for Altiverb 7” folder to the following path:


/Applications/Audio Ease/Altiverb 7/Impulse Responses/Third Party IR Libraries


! This folder may somewhere else on your HD if you have chosen a different path while installing Altiverb.


After you will find the EDV3RB Response Library under “Third Party” in the Altiverb 7 PlugIn.


"
"
Avid SPACE Library Installation 

Copy/Move the EDV3RB folder inside the “EdV3rb-IR for Avid Space or Others” folder to any location on 
your HD. Press the “EDIT” Button inside the Avid Space PlugIn and select “import Other IR Folder”. Choose 
your EdV3rb-folder location, DONE! The EdV3rb library will show up in Avid Space now and is ready to use.


"
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How to use EDV3RB 

EDV3RB IR Library in Audioease Altiverb 7 

After successful installation you will find the EDV3RB library in the Altiverb PlugIn under the third party 
folder. 

	  

"
"
"
"
"
"
 

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Room/Name Example in Altiverb 7 

"
Name Position Routing to Type (mono-stereo)

Bunker 101 A front m-st
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EDV3RB IR Library in Avid Space 

After successful installation you will find the EDV3RB library in the Avid Space PlugIn.


 

"
"
Room/Name Example in Avid Space 

"

"
"
Can the EDV3RB IR Library be used in Waves IR-1, Logic Space Designer and Others? 

Yes, the Impulse-Library made for Avid Space will work with other IR PlugIns as well, which can load 
impulse responses as WAV files.  We hope you can understand, that we can’t support any convolution 
Reverb PlugIn. 

"

Name Position Routing to Type

Bunker 101 POS A Front mono/stereo
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Inside your DAW	 


WAV Library 

EDV3RB is designed to be a full 5.0 Surround tool. Every WAV - file includes 5 channels:


"
	 CH 1 	 ..........................................................	 L 	 -	 Left


	 CH 2 	 .......................................................... 	 C	 -	 Center	 


	 CH 3 	 ..........................................................	 R	 -	 Right


	 CH 4	 ..........................................................	 Ls	 -	 Left Surround


	 CH 5	 ..........................................................	 Rs	 -	 Right Surround


"
Make sure you have this routing to get a right 5.0 surround. This WAV Ambience will give you the base of 
the room. 


"
IR Library 

To add other sounds to the room create some empty tracks and use Audioease Altiverb 7 or Avid Space in 
your Auxiliary Channels. Mix the IR response to your sounds to fit perfectly to the room ambience.


"
"
"
Note: Altiverb is not a real 5.0 PlugIn yet. It’s actually imitates 5 channels out of a stereo or quad 
response. Every EDV3RB Response is recorded with 5 channels. They work as other presets in          
Altiverb 7, but to get a 100% 5.0 Response use this little workaround:


"

"
To use Altiverb in three different Auxiliary Channels gives you the possibility to get a true 5.0 surround 
response. This workaround can be skipped in Avid Space.


"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Auxiliary Channel PlugIn Response Routing

#01 Auxiliary Channel (mono) Altiverb mono-mono Center to Center

#02 Auxiliary Channel (stereo) Altiverb mono-stereo Front to L and R

#03 Auxiliary Channel (stereo) Altiverb mono-stereo Rear to Ls and Rs
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License Agreement EDV3RB


This License Agreement governs the legal relationship between the purchaser of EDV3RB and Tovusound.


Tovusound offers software and services on Tovusound.com and other market places which can be 
downloaded after paying a license fee. The customer agrees by downloading and installing to this legally 
bound by the terms of this License Agreement. The purchased samples or instruments may be used for the 
customers own production.


This License Agreement includes


Mechanical Rights: The right to re-record, duplicate, and release the samples as part of the customers 
project. 
Synchronisation Rights: The right to use samples and instruments as a part of a synchronized soundtrack of 
a customers project.


Public Performance and Broadcast Rights: The right to use samples and instruments as part of a public 
performance or broadcast.


Limits of Use


This License Agreement excludes any isolated and/or independent use of the samples. The license granted 
in this agreement is personal to you, and limited to a project. Tovusound only licenses the use of the 
samples it provides; it retains full rights concerning the samples. The use of the samples for the creation of 
a sound library or audio samples or for any sample-based product — even if modified — is strictly 
prohibited. In addition, the samples may not be repackaged in whole or part as sample libraries or audio 
samples or digital instrument patches or any other product, without the prior written permission of 
Tovusound. Further you are not allowed to claim authorship of the samples limits of liability.


Multiuser License


Every Software Instrument and Sample Library purchased on Tovusound.com or other market places 
comes with is a Single User License. If you need more instances of a product, you need to buy a Multi-
User-License. Get in touch with Tovusound for details.


General


These sound effects and instrument are owned by Tovusound. All rights reserved. Unauthorized du- 
plication is a violation of applicable federal and provincial laws of Germany and international treaties. Sound 
effects may not be re-recorded, duplicated or resold without the express written consent of Tovusound.


Contact


If you have questions about the licensing of EDV3RB please get in touch with us: mail@tovusound.com.


"
"
"
Thank you for using EDV3RB! 

"
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